Creative and Professional Writing Course Rotation
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**Poetry**
Introduction to Poetry Writing - each Fall semester
Advanced Readings in Contemporary Poetry - each Spring semester
Advanced Poetry Workshop and/or Readings in Nonfiction - alternating Fall or Spring semesters
Formal Poetry Writing

**Fiction**
Introduction to Creative Writing and Intermediate Fiction Writing - each Fall semester
Introduction to Fiction Writing and Topics in Fiction Writing - each Spring semester.

**Journalism/Creative Nonfiction**
Introduction to Journalism - each Fall semester
Introduction to Creative Nonfiction - each Spring semester
Magazine Writing - each Fall Semester
Topics in Nonfiction courses (Memoir, Travel Writing, Blogging, etc.) - one each semester
Digital Storytelling 1 & 2 - alternating semesters
News Practicum/The Insider - both Fall and Spring semesters

The **Multi-Genre Capstone Course** in Creative and Professional Writing is offered in the Spring semester only.